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圖：離岸風場之海氣象觀測塔 



Equipment and technology—Offshore wind power—Chanbin Offshore Met Mast 

 

Chanbin Offshore Met Mast  

The early offshore wind assessment for potential site investigation needs to set up the marine 

meteorological mast at specific location. Hence, precise wind assessment and engineering 

consideration could be the crucial verification for the optimal wind turbine design model and related 

operation and maintenance of wind farms.  

The necessary brackets for sensor installation should be well considered based on criteria of IEC 

61400-12-1. The frequency of wind speed and wind direction are defined as 1 Hz and need to be 

measured by   anemometer and wind vane per second correspondingly. 

 There are four levels: 10m, 30m, 50m and 95m designed to collect wind data to profile the wind 

flow boundary layer vertical distribution. The boundary layer is the interface between air and sea 

water and affected by heat flux and mass flux so two levels are more suitable to collect sufficient 

parameters such as temperature, humidity and pressure at least. Besides the inference between water 

drop and wind farm needs to be evaluated additionally. The summary of sensors installed at marine 

meteorological mast is listed as below.   

For further marine measurement, buoy is utilized for ocean current and sea wave items. Ocean level 

is measuered by ultra sonic level sensor and wave height, wave period, ocean current, ocean level, 

salinity, ocean temperature and 

seawater density are all defined to be 

measured as well. The consistency and 

stability of these measured data can be 

enhanced by well operation and 

maintenance to improve marine 

information quality.   

Buoy protection system is developed 

based on severe offshore environment 

and transferred to the domestic cooperative company sequentially. To improve Taiwan offshore 

marine engineering and operation is cultivated by new techniques such as “Offshore optical 

measuring system by meteorological mast”and“Offshore orientation technique for wind vanes in met 

mast” Technique of wind data prediction ahead of more than an hour has achieved 90% accuracy. It 

benefits for wind power management and maintenance cost. Consequently energy policy and 

localization of wind power industry will be demonstrated gradually. 


